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Now complete, this thoroughly revised edition of The Expositor's Bible Commentary includes the work of fifty-six contributors, thirty of whom
are new. The original work has earned its reputation with students, professors, and pastors the world over. Building upon the foundation of its
predecessor, this collection provides the most current scholarship and resources. This pack includes the 8 volumes covering the Old
Testament.
Electronic version of the twelve-volume printed work by the same title. Features introductions and outlines for each book of the Bible,
commentaries by seventy-eight biblical scholars, complete text of New International version of the Bible, original Gree
Continuing a Gold Medallion Award-winning legacy, this completely revised edition of The Expositor’s Bible Commentary series puts worldclass biblical scholarship in your hands. Based on the original twelve-volume set that has become a staple in college and seminary libraries
and pastors’ studies worldwide, this new thirteen-volume edition marshals the most current evangelical scholarship and resources. You’ll
find up-to-date information grounded in the same unchanging commitment to the divine inspiration, complete trustworthiness, and full
authority of the Bible.Of the fifty-six contributors, thirty of them are new. Reflecting the Expositor’s Bible Commentary international and crossdenominational approach, they come from the United States, Canada, England, Scotland, Australia, and New Zealand, and from a broad
diversity of churches, including Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, Methodist, Nazarene, Presbyterian, and Reformed.The Expositor’s Bible
Commentary uses the complete New International Version for its English text, but it also refers freely to other translations and to the original
languages. For each book of the Bible, the thoroughly revised features consist of:A comprehensive introduction A short and precise
bibliography A detailed outline Insightful exposition of passages and verses Overviews of sections of Scripture to illumine the big picture
Occasional reflections to give more detail on important issues Notes on textual questions and special problems, placed close to the text in
question Transliteration and translation of Hebrew and Greek words, enabling readers to understand even the more technical notes A
balanced and respectful approach toward marked differences of opinion
The Gold Medallion Award-winning Expositor's Bible Commentary is a major contribution to the study and understanding of the Scriptures.
Providing pastors and Bible students with a comprehensive and scholarly tool for the exposition of the Scriptures and the teaching and
proclamation of their message, this twelve-volume reference work has become a staple of seminary and college libraries and pastors' studies
worldwide.The seventy-eight contributors come from the United States, Canada, England, Scotland, Australia, and New Zealand, and from
many denominations, including Anglican, Baptist, Brethren, Methodist, Nazarene, Presbyterian, and Reformed. They represent the best in
evangelical scholarship committed to the divine inspiration, complete trustworthiness, and full authority of the Bible.The Expositor's Bible
Commentary uses the New International Version for its English text, but also refers freely to other translations and to the original languages.
Each book of the Bible has, in addition to its exposition, an introduction, outline, and bibliography. Notes on textual questions and special
problems are correlated with the expository units; transliteration and translation of Semitic and Greek words make the more technical notes
accessible to readers unacquainted with the biblical languages. In matters where marked differences of opinion exist, commentators, while
stating their own convictions, deal fairly and irenically with opposing views.VOLUMES AND CONTRIBUTORSVolume 1Introductory Articles:
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General, Old Testament, New TestamentVolume 2Genesis: John H. SailhamerExodus: Walter C. Kaiser Jr.Leviticus: R. Laird
HarrisNumbers: Ronald B. AllenVolume 3Deuteronomy: Earl S. KallandJoshua: Donald H. MadvigJudges: Herbert WolfRuth: F. B. Huey Jr.1,
2 Samuel: Ronald F. YoungbloodVolume 41, 2 Kings: Richard D. Patterson and Hermann J. Austel1, 2 Chronicles: J. Barton PayneEzra,
Nehemiah: Edwin YamauchiEsther: F. B. Huey Jr.Job: Elmer B. SmickVolume 5Psalms: Willem A. VanGemerenProverbs: Allen P.
RossEcclesiastes: J. Stafford WrightSong of Songs: Dennis F. KinlawVolume 6Isaiah: Geoffrey W. GroganJeremiah: Charles L.
FeinbergLamentations: H. L. EllisonEzekiel: Ralph H. AlexanderVolume 7Daniel: Gleason L. Archer Jr.Hosea: Leon J. WoodJoel: Richard D.
PattersonAmos: Thomas E. McComiskeyObadiah: Carl E. ArmerdingJonah: H. L. EllisonMicah: Thomas E. McComiskeyNahum, Habakkuk:
Carl E. ArmerdingZephaniah: Larry WalkerHaggai: Robert L. AldenZechariah: Kenneth L. BarkerMalachi: Robert L. AldenVolume 8Matthew:
D. A. CarsonMark: Walter W. WesselLuke: Walter L. LiefeldVolume 9John: Merrill C. TenneyActs: Richard N. LongeneckerVolume
10Romans: Everett F. Harrison1 Corinthians: W. Harold Mare2 Corinthians: Murray J. HarrisGalatians: James Montgomery BoiceVolume
11Ephesians: A. Skevington WoodPhilippians: Homer A. Kent Jr.Colossians: Curtis Vaughan1, 2 Thessalonians: Robert L. Thomas1, 2
Timothy: Ralph EarleTitus: D. Edmond HiebertPhilemon: Arthur A. RupprechtVolume 12Hebrews: Leon MorrisJames: Donald W. Burdick1, 2
Peter: Edwin A Blum1,2, 3 John: Glenn W. BarkerJude: Edwin A. BlumRevelation: Alan F. Johnson
Continuing a Gold Medallion Award-winning legacy, this completely revised edition of The Expositor’s Bible Commentary series puts worldclass biblical scholarship in your hands. Based on the original twelve-volume set that has become a staple in college and seminary libraries
and pastors’ studies worldwide, this new thirteen-volume edition marshals the most current evangelical scholarship and resources. The
thoroughly revised features consist of: • Comprehensive introductions • Short and precise bibliographies • Detailed outlines • Insightful
expositions of passages and verses • Overviews of sections of Scripture to illuminate the big picture • Occasional reflections to give more
detail on important issues • Notes on textual questions and special problems, placed close to the texts in question • Transliterations and
translations of Hebrew and Greek words, enabling readers to understand even the more technical notes • A balanced and respectful
approach toward marked differences of opinion

This is a complete revision of the Gold Medallion-winning commentary series. It is up to date in its discussion of theological and
critical issues and thoroughly evangelical in its viewpoint.
Annotated Bibliography of over 1000 Old and New Testament Commentaries--and ranking in three categories: Detailed
Exegetical; Expositional; Devotional.
"The Expositor's Bible: The Book of Proverbs" by Robert F. Horton. Published by Good Press. Good Press publishes a wide range
of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics & literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten?or yet undiscovered
gems?of world literature, we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to
everyone in a high-quality digital format.
This is a revision of the Gold Medallion Award-winning commentary series. It is up to date in its discussion of theological and
critical issues and thoroughly evangelical in its viewpoint.
All the verse-by-verse insights of the 12-volume Expositor's Bible Commentary - in 2 convenient volumes. When you want to dig
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more deeply into the meaning of God's Word, a good expository Bible commentary is ideal. You want more than a simple, onevolume commentary that just scratches the surface. But you don't want a time-consuming multi-volume set laden with fine points
you can't use. The Expositor's Bible Commentary Abridged Edition is tailor-made for you. Based on the critically acclaimed
Expositor's Bible Commentary used by pastors, students, and scholars across the world, this two-volume abridged edition offers
you the full, penetrating, verse-by-verse commentary of the 12-volume series while leaving out needless technical details.
Marshalling the knowledge of fifty-two top biblical scholars, it brings tremendous insight to your Bible studies. Covering the Old and
New Testaments in separate volumes, this commentary features: Verse-by-verse exposition of the entire Bible 250 in-text charts,
maps, tables, and pictures Goodrick/Kohlenberger numbers for cross-referencing the Zondervan NIV Exhaustive Concordance
and other G/K-numbered resources
Volume 3 of the Bible Exposition Commentary 6-volume set
Jeremiah-Ezekiel continues a Gold Medallion Award-winning legacy in this completely revised volume in The Expositor's Bible Commentary
series. Making world-class biblical scholarship accessible to all people, the award-winning Expositor's Bible Commentary is now completely
revised. The original work has earned its reputation with students, professors, and pastors the world over. This thirteen-volume set builds
upon the foundation of its predecessor with the most current scholarship and resources
Continuing a Gold Medallion Award-winning legacy, this completely revised edition of The Expositor’s Bible Commentary series puts worldclass biblical scholarship in your hands. Based on the original twelve-volume set that has become a staple in college and seminary libraries
and pastors’ studies worldwide, this new thirteen-volume edition marshals the most current evangelical scholarship and resources.The
thoroughly revised features consist of:• Comprehensive introductions• Short and precise bibliographies• Detailed outlines• Insightful
expositions of passages and verses• Overviews of sections of Scripture to illuminate the big picture• Occasional reflections to give more
detail on important issues• Notes on textual questions and special problems, placed close to the texts in question• Transliterations and
translations of Hebrew and Greek words, enabling readers to understand even the more technical notes• A balanced and respectful
approach toward marked differences of opinion
An abridgment of the critically acclaimed Expositor's Bible Commentary, this Gold Medallion-winning resource gives you in two volumes all
the essential information and practical insights of the original twelve-volume set while trimming off cumbersome technical details.
The Expositor's Study Bible (KJV) is different than any other study Bible ever produced. With abbreviated commentary notes placed directly
in the scripture, it makes Bible study easier than ever before. With over 1 million copies in print today, The Expositor's Study Bible has
become one of the most loved Bible study tools of our time.

All the verse-by-verse insights of the 12-volume Expositor's Bible Commentary--in 2 convenient volumes. When you want to dig
more deeply into the meaning of God's Word, a good expository Bible commentary is ideal. You want more than a simple, onevolume commentary that just scratches the surface. But you don’t want a time-consuming multi-volume set laden with fine points
you can't use. The Expositor's Bible Commentary Abridged Edition is tailor-made for you. Based on the critically acclaimed
Expositor's Bible Commentary used by pastors, students, and scholars across the world, this two-volume abridged edition offers
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you the full, penetrating, verse-by-verse commentary of the 12-volume series while leaving out needless technical details.
Marshalling the knowledge of fifty-two top biblical scholars, it brings tremendous insight to your Bible studies. Covering the Old and
New Testaments in separate volumes, this commentary features: Verse-by-verse exposition of the entire Bible 250 in-text charts,
maps, tables, and pictures Goodrick/Kohlenberger numbers for cross-referencing the Zondervan NIV Exhaustive Concordance
and other G/K-numbered resources
Now complete and available in a 13-volume set, this thoroughly revised edition of The Expositor's Bible Commentary includes the
work of fifty-six contributors, thirty of whom are new. Reflecting the commentary's international and cross-denominational
approach, they come from the United States, Canada, England, Scotland, Austrailia, and New Zealand, and from a broad diversity
of churches and traditions, including Anglican, Brethren, Methodist, Nazarene, and Reformed. New features include:
Comprehensive introductionsShort and precise bibliographiesDetailed outlinesInsightful expositions of passages and
versesOverviews of sections of Scripture to illuminate the big pictureOccasional reflections to give more detail on important
issuesNotes on textual questions and special problems, placed close to the texts in questionTransliterations and translations of
Hebrew and Greek words, enabling readers to understand even the more technical notesA balanced and respectful approach
toward marked differences of opinion.
Now complete, this thoroughly revised edition of The Expositor's Bible Commentary includes the work of fifty-six contributors, thirty
of whom are new. The original work has earned its reputation with students, professors, and pastors the world over. Building upon
the foundation of its predecessor, this collection provides the most current scholarship and resources. This pack includes the 5
volumes covering the New Testament.
An abridgment of the critically acclaimed Expositor's Bible Commentary, this Gold Medallion-winning resource gives you in two
volumes all the essential information and practical insights of the original twelve-volume set while trimming off cumbersome
technical details. Available individually or as a set.
"This is a complete revision of the Gold Medallion-winning commentary series. It is up to date in its discussion of theological and
critical issues and thoroughly evangelical in its viewpoint."--Publisher description.
The prophetic books Jonah, Nahum, Habakkuk, and Zephaniah are brief but powerful. They comfort us with the assurance that, when nothing
in this life makes sense, God is still in control. They toughen our faith in the face of the world’s ugly realities. And they reveal the complexities
of humans in relation to God. Jonah ran from his divine commission. Habakkuk questioned God concerning his ways. Repenting under
Jonah’s message, the city of Ninevah ultimately backslid and reaped the doom prophesied by Nahum. And Zephaniah’s “remnant” depicts
a faith that remains faithful. We needn’t look too hard to find our own world and concerns mirrored in these books. Exploring the links
between the Bible and our own times, James Bruckner shares perspectives on four of the Minor Prophets that reveal their enduring relevance
for our twenty-first-century lives. Most Bible commentaries take us on a one-way trip from our world to the world of the Bible. But they leave
us there, assuming that we can somehow make the return journey on our own. They focus on the original meaning of the passage but don’t
discuss its contemporary application. The information they offer is valuable—but the job is only half done! The NIV Application Commentary
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Series helps bring both halves of the interpretive task together. This unique, award-winning series shows readers how to bring an ancient
message into our present-day context. It explains not only what the Bibles meant but also how it speaks powerfully today.
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